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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON, D.Q 20301.314G

October 31, 1988

DEFVTS SCIENM
9OAR0

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR ACQUISITION

SUBJECT: Report of the Defense Science Board (DSB) Summer Study
Task Force to Study the Defense Industrial and
Technology Base -- INFORMAT!ON MEMORANDUM

I am pleased to forward the final report of the DSB Task
Force to study the Defense Tndustrial and Technology Base, which
was chaired by Mr. Robert A. Fuhrman. The objective of this
Task Force was to recommend a strategy and specific actions for
the Government and industry to adopt that would ensure the
defense industry is capable of providing the support required to
fulfill our national strategy objectives.

The Task Force found that the industrial and technology base
faces new and difficult challenges, including world-wide
interdependence on resources, an impending loss of technological
leadership, and insufficient long-term investment by industry
because of a propensity toward short-term planning. The result
is a significant difference between industry's capabilities and
the tasks that national security plans assume it can perform.
The Task Force makes ten major recommendations to reverse this
situation.

Of principal importance is the need to create a high-level
forum to ensure the meshing of capabilities and objectives.
Obtaining Presidential approval of a National Policy by
Executive Order or NFnD, to creata an Industrial Policy
Committee and make tl.. SecretAry of Defense a permanent member
of the Economic Policy Councii, appears to be the most efficient
mechanism.

Additional recommendations are aimed at reversing the
detrimental trend, and include increased surge planning, more
emphasis on the problems of the technology base, and the
development and implementation of integrated acquisition policy
to create incentives for long-term industry planning and
investment.

I recommend thpt you read Mr. Fuhrman's transmittal letter
and the Executive Summary, outlining the specific conclusions
and recommendations.

R.2v

Robert R. Everett



OFFICV OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASmiNGTON. .C. 20301.3140

October 21, 1988

O~rFlUE S~lV4q•
lOARO

MEMO-.H DUM TO THE CHAIXMAN, DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD

SUBJECT: Report of the Defense Science Board (DSB) Summer Study
on the Defense Industrial and Technology Base

In requesting this study, Secretary Carlucci emphasized his
concerns about the apparent diminution of America's technological
superiority and the erosion of our industrial and technology base.
In our further conversations, the Secretary's clear desire to
create a foundation for future national policy gave us the guidance
we needed to begin our work. Dr. Costello provided the final
guidance we needed when he asked us to review his policy initia-
tives and the "Bolstering U.S. Industr4.al Competitiveness" report.

In our study, we have examined a broad array of data and discussed
the issues with many experts from government, academia, and
industry. Our findings show that the defense industrial and
technology base faces new and difficult challenges in the current
and expected world market. We found that the defense business is
now truly global. America and its allies are interdependent in
many industrial resources essential to national security. Further-
more, America faces an increasing loss of technological leadership
to both our allies and adversaries. The short-term planning which
DoD and industry take for granted is causing long-term problems fcr
national security. The principal problem is a significant dif-
ference between industry's capabilities and the tasks which
national security plans assume it can perform.

We make ten recommendations for the solution of these problems.
Our foremost recommendation is the establishment of a permanent
mechanism to compare industrial capabilities and trends with
national security needs and to generate new policy initiatives. We
have developed a draft national policy which can provide the
foundation for future national policies which the Secretary has
sought. I appreciate your counsel in the preparation of this
report as well as your support in forwarding it to the Secretary.
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Executive Summary

- T=E NEED FOR A LONG-TM SRATEGY

Our national security is based upon a strategy of deterrence. We
have choson not to match our adversaries soldier for soldier and
bullet for bullet. Instead, we have chosen to maintain a d gree
of technological superiority sufficient to overcome our num.rical
disadvantage,

The effectiveness of our deterrhnt depends upon our ability to
maintain this technological superiority and our adversaries'
belief in that ability. When our ability is questioned, our
deterrent is diminished and the threat of war increases.

XIn the eight years since the last Defense Science Board (DSB)
study of the industrial base, the global political, economic, and
technological scenes have changed considerably. America's tech-
nological superiority has diminished. Many countries, including
Japan ard the Soviet Union, challenge our leadership in tech-
nologies essential to defense. In those same eight years, the
defense industries have become global./

Europe is on the verge of a planned ,e'conomic unification. The
Pacific Rim ndtions are pressing econpmic expansion in ways which
could severely challenge our indusries' ability to compete in
the global electronic and deferte markets during the next
century. Z/

The days of Fortress America/are past. We are, and will remain,
dependent on foreign resources for critical components of our
weapon systems. We canot eliminate foreign dependency in this
era of a globalized defense industry. We can and must eliminate
the apparent loss of leadership in key defense technologies.

Investors, believe that defense industries operate in a highly
unstable and excessively complex business environment
characterized by high risk, restricted cash flow, and low

/ returns. Thus, funding the investments in research, produc-
S tivity, and modernization, which DoD and the future demand, is

beyond the capability of industry alone.

These challenges must be met by new policies which link military
and industrial strategy to assure the existence of the industrial
and techrilogical resources on which our military strategy
relies. The purpose of this report is to provide the basis for
goveri-.ent to establish and implement policies to enable both
government and industry to invest in and plan for the long-term
security of the nation. N i•

EXECUTIVE SUIMMARY 1



PRINCIPAL FENDINGS

• Of greatest importance is the fact that the continued
deterioration of the industrial and technology base dinlin-
ishes the credibility of our deterrent. It is a national
problem requiring a coordinated response by government and
industry. If our nation is to ensure its security for the
coming decade and beyond, it must adopt a strategy which
links military strategy with a policy to ensure the avail-
ability of the industrial and technological rosources on
which operations plans rely.

"* Globalization of U.S. defense markets has made our nation
partially and irreversibly dependent upon foreign sources.
At the present time, neither DoD nor industry has the means
of specifically defining the scope of this dependence or of
identifying all the systoms and components which are
affected. Current acquisition policies and strategies do
not give sufficient recognition to this problem.

"* A pattern of inadequate long-term investment by prime and
subtier suppliers is a primary cause of the increasing
deterioration of the defense induistrial and technology base.
This inadequate investment can be attributed to:

- Pressure on defense industries to provide short-term
returns equal to those available from lower risk
investments;

- Uncoordinated effects of national economic and defense
acquisition policies which further reduce the resources
available for investment;

- Increasing uncertainties surrounding the defense budget
and acquisition process; and,

- The capital markets' perception of an imbalance between
the risks taken and the possible rewards in defense
business.

"e Because each directly affects the others, the making of
national economic, defense, and foreign policies requires
greater coordination of those policies in the Executive
Branch and in Congress. The performance and capabilities of
the defense industrial and technology base is directly
affected by changes to tax, trade, environmental, and
socioeconomic policies. Policymakers must find the means of
measuring and coordinating these effects before they act.

2 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY



0 The maritime industries have deteariorated to the point where
thny cannot support national security objectives. Whether
the war be a short Persian Gulf war or a long European war,
or anything in between, the necessary maritime assets are
not available and cannot be produced in time.

a Scme members of the subcontractor and supplier portion of
industry, ranging from very large manufacturers down to
small high-technology companies, either refuse defense
business or segregate older technology and older production
lines from their commercial business to apply to defense.
DoD acquisition policies engender this behavior. This
portion of industry has grown to be large enough to be of
concern; defense does not have access to all the technology
it needs.

e There is a lack of central management of the DoD technology
base programs. Until they are brought under a more active
management. with sufficient accountability for efficient
expenditure of resources, the program will not achieve the
significant benefits it is capable of producing.

EXECUTIVE SUNDARY 3



CONCLUSIONS AND RECONMENDATIONS

Significant differences exist between industry's capabilities and
the -tasks which national security strategy assumes industry can
perform. Therefore, a cabinet level forum involving appropriate
Executive Branch Agencies should be created to ensure that these
problems are examined and resolved.

Therefore,

The Secretary of Defense should re that the President sign
an Executive Order or a National Security Decision Directive
which requires the creation of an Industrial Policy Committee,
chaired by the National Security Advisor, which would:

0 Compare the tasks which national security plans assume
industry can perform in peace and in war with industry's
capabilities and current actions; and,

e Develop and recommend to the President specific legislative,
regulatory and resource initiatives which would resolve the
differences.

(A draft Presidential Directive appears in Appendix A.)

J&he Secretary of Defense should take an active role in formation
of national economic policies (to include tax and trade) that
affect national security capabilities.

0 SECDEF should request formal membership on the Economic
Policy Council (EPC) and the establishment of a Defense
Working Group under the EPC.

4 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY



------------------ I I -------------------------------
Surge planning and capabilities must be improved to account 2or
the rqalitiew of the threats we face and the dependency we have
on foreign sources. Currently, there is neither an accepted
statement of surge needs nor any inter-service integration of
surge priorities. The ability to surge must be demonstrated and
exercised. To be effective, surge should begin on warning,
before our forces are committed to a conflict. At present, there
are no accepted criteria for judging when surge should begin.

Therefore,

The Secretary of Defense sbould:

0 Integrate surge capability and planning in the acquisition
process by using the Program Objective Memorandum (PON) and
Program Decision Memorandum (PD14) processes to guide
programming and budgeting decisions and demonstrate a
commitment to surge;

e Ensure the further development and expansion of the Joint
Chiefs' "Joint Industrial Mobilization Planning Program"
(JMIPP) to assure setting interservice priorities for
Industrial base capabilities and the linkage of these
capabilities to executable militaxy strategy;

0 For selected critical systems, identify, price, and purchase
an 18-month buffer stock of critical foreign-sourced
components to protect work in process from vulnerability to
interruption ot foreign supplies.

------------------------------- III ....................

DoD's technology base is threatened by an inability to attract
and retain high quality scientists, engineers and technical
morAgers in the laboratories and R&D centers,

Therefore,

The Secretary of Defense should:

"S Propose the transition of selected facilities to private
sector operation as federally funded R&D centers or govern-
Sent-owned, contractor-operated facilities; and,

"e For facilities not appropriate for private sector operation,
support the urgent implementation of procedures required to
compensate adequately and reward high quality technical
talent.

ECUTIVE SUMMARY 5



------- --------------- ýIV ------- ---------

Uncertainty about acquisition policies and strategies contributes
to the pressures on industry to plan for short-term investments
and avoid long-term risks. This uncertainty is compounded by the
strong belief that the varying acquisition policies used by the
services reflect continued instability.

Therefore,,

USD (A) should implement a set of consistent and integrated
acquisition policies. USD(A) should review the services'
acquisition policies to determine inconsistencies and variances
with DoD policy. Direct actions should be taken to eliminate
these differences and to impost specific objectives for indus-
trial and technology base needs.

-------------------------- V-------v-------------------------

Because DoD currently does not have the in-house capability to
conduct the complicated financial analyses of the many acquisi-
tion, tax, and other economic policy changes affecting the
industrial and technology base, it is virtually impossible for
DoD to ensure that its incentive systems will accomplish their
stated goals.

Therefore,

USD(A) should support the use of incentives inr acquisition
strategies and policies which would encourage long-term industry
investment in new technology, improved production processes, and
modernized facilities.

As the foundation for these incentives, DoD must establish an in-
house capability to perfcrm standardized financial impact
assessments of existing and prospective regulations, legislation,
and acquisition strategies which affect capital formation and
long-term investment.

6 EXECUTMV SWOIARY



Independent Research and Development (IR&D) has had a profound
influence on the ability of industry to meet DoD's future needs.
It has been a primary source of competitive approaches to the
tactical and strategic problem which the DoD has faced. Current
budgetary and policy challenges to the IR&D system must be
resolved through the personal leadership of th.e Secretary.

Therefore,

The Secretary of Defense should:

"e Reaffirm the importance of IR&D to DoD;

"e Determine R&D cost recovery ceilings in the context of a
long-term asssent of technological requirements, not in
specific proportion to budget levels; and,

"e Ratain the existing method of tR&D cost recovery.

------. ~ I f - - - - - -- V I -- - - - - - -----------------rrrrrrrrrrrrr

Competition has, through overzealous implementation of Congres-
sional direction, come to mean awarding contracts on the basis of
price alone. This emphasis has resulted in diminished quality,
and a de-emphasis on innovation and technology.

Therefore,

Procurement policies must give sufficient emphasis, not only to
cost competition, but also to competition based on total product
quality, including such things as maintainability and operability
and contractors' past peforiunce. The USD(A) should establish
total product quality as a major source selection criterion in
major acquisition strategies.

EXECUTIVE SUMNARY 7



------ VIII -------------------

The decline of the U.S. maritime industries has reached the stage
at which they can no longer deliver America's forces or supplies
to the theater of war. As our deterrent strategy shifts to
emphasize conventional forces, the inability to assure needed sea
lift assets becomes more critical. This problem will require
firm commitments of support from our allies.

Therefore,

The Secretary of Deferse should define the capacity of the
maritime transportation system, including allied capacity and
commitments necessary to meet national security objectives and
develop a means to ensure a balance between capacity and require-
ments.

---------------- Ix ------------------------------

DoD's recent efforts to reform the use of best and final offers
("BAFOs") imposed higher level controls on the use of second or
third BAFOs in a single procurement. In effect, before contrac-
tors can be required to resubmit additional pricu offers and
technical revisions, the head of a contracting act -ity would
have to approve the action. The Task Force believes that
although this restriction is a positive step, it will not
effectively limit the over-usage of BAFOs.

Therefore,

The USD(A) should convene a high-level joint government-industry
working group to consider further modifications of regulations
that would further reduce the use of best and final offers to an
absolute minimum and that would eliminate repeated BAFOs.

8 EXCUTIVE SUMMARY



In a recent letter to industry leaders, Secretary Carlucci wrote,
"I am committed to takinq whatever fteps ar* necessary to assure
that Defense business will be conducted at the highest levels of
integrity and honesty. I ask you to join me in this commitment."
The Task Force believes that the Secretary can take actions to
implement that idea.

Therefore,

The Secretary of Defense sbhould ensure that all defense contrac-
tors, suppliers, and consultants adopt and adhere to suitable
codes of ethics to govern thei business operations. Companies
should form ethics committees, comprised of outside directors, to
craft and administer these ethics codes. Further, the codes of
ethics should ensure that consultants disclose sufficient
information to both government and industry so that conflicts of
interest can be avoided.

ECUTIVE SUNNARY 
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I. The Changing Defense
Acquisition Environment

The 1980 DSB study of the industrial base
found a trend toward the globalization of
the defense markets. The principal
change in the environment since 1980 is
the arrival of globalization.

Globalization of the Globalization implies an interdependence
defense industrial of allied nations for the technologies
base has occurred. and even the components of defense

systems. For 'the past 40 years, America
has assmed that globalization was a one-
way street; we had the superior tech-
nology. Our allies were expected to rely
on our advanced systems for equipping
their forces. Today, because of the
evolution of the world economy, that is
no longer true.

Globalization implies Globalization not only means dependence
a major dependence on on foreign sources for raw materials but
foreign manufactured also for manufactured products. Raw
components. materials unavailable in the United

States have been stockpiled for use in
the event of an emergency, but more and
more, defense systems require foreign
manufactured components and assembly.
The most visible examples of this
dependence includes tactical missiles
such as TOW, Maverick, Sidewinder, and
Sparrow. It is these "consumables" which
would be in greatest demand in a conven-
tional war, and most at risk, because of
dependency on foreign sources.

Increased perception The DSB found that many changes in the
of mismanagement acquisition environment were related more
b r e a d s m i c r o - to the highly regilated and controversial
m a n a g e m e n t a n d nature of defense acquisition than to the
adversarial relation- technology and defense systems tham-
ships. selves. The perception of mismanagement

by industry and government is accepted as
true by a large segment of the public and
by many legislators and elements of the
media. The resulting micromanaqement of
industry and DoD has led to an increas-
ingly adversarial relationship between
industry and DoD.

THE CHANGING DEFENSE ACQUISITION ENVIRONEINT 11



Exercising its A number of factors define the environ-
monopsony power, the sent. For example, the defense industry
government has does no= conduct business in a free
created a regulated enterprise system. It is characterized
industry, similar to at the prime contractor level by a single
a public utility, buyer (the government) and relatively few

suppliers. Exercising its monopsony
power, the government has created a
regulated industry, similar to a public
utility. An analysis of this similarity
was recently completed by the Congres-
sional Research Service. Their analysis
shows a comparable level of regulation in
almost all of the areas examined (see
Appendix B).

The government demands that industry
react as though it existed in a free
enterprise system of many suppliers and
izany buyers. Industry wants to operate
in a free enterprise system, -but wants
the government to assume much of the risk
inherent in such a system. The govern-
ment wants the defense industry to act
like commercial businesses but promul-
gates uncoordinated regulations and
policies to such a degree that any
observer schooled in basic business
theory must be surprised the system works
at all.

Restricting defense- As a consequence, there are some members
related business is of the subcontractor and supplier portion
wide-spread enough of l.ndustry who elect to eliminate or
that it denies needed restrict tneir defense-related business.
technology to the- Small high-technology businesses do not
DoD. have the staff or the financial ba.king

to cope with the acquisition policy and
procedures. Some very large manufac-
turers segregate older production lines
for defense from new, higher technology
commercial product production lines. If
this behavior were rare, it would not be
of concern. But it appears to have grown
to be wide-spread enough that it denies
technology to the DoD that the DoD needs.

Too many programs are The environment is further complicated by
chasing too few the realities of the defense budget. As
dollars. stated in the Packard Commission Report,

too many programs are chasing too few

12 TEM CHANGING DMEENSE ACQUISITION EUVIRONNENT



dollars. Mandated competitive acquisi-
tion policy, limitations on progress
payments and limits on allowable costs,
requirements for special tooling pur-
chases,, changes in tax laws, and regu-
lated profits creates a cash flow
shortage and reduced profitability.
Company owners (i.e., share holders)
demand greater return on their invest-
ments and,, because of the perception of
reduced profits, are driven off by high
risk levels assumed by defense contrac-
tors. The result is restricted access to
capital and a continuing downward spiral
in the long-term viability or the
defense industrial base.

The relationship Because defense budgets will not grow in
between government the foreseeable future, we must change
and industry must the environment if we are to have a
become a go al1- leaner defense industrial base and
oriented businesslike restore the public's faith in the defense
ar~rangement. establishment. We must change the highly

adversarial relationship between govern-
ment -and industry into a goal-oriented,
businesslike arrangement. The govern-
ment must recognize that only by working
in an atmosphere of mutual trust can we
maximize the return on our defense
investment.

Industry must recog- Finally, industry must recognize the
niz& the special special responsibility it has to restore
responsibility it has and maintain the public trust. We can
to restore and main- change the environment in which the
tain the public defense industrial base exists. It will
trust. not change quickly, but only through a

susitained, long-term effort with 3.nvolve-
ment by all.

Consider the examples of computer and
semiconductor technology. While American
computer technology is still competitive
with foreign. systems, we are losing out
in the semiconductor field. Because of
this, foreign computers could surpass us
in the immediate future. Those tech-
nologies are thm foundation of every

The U.S. is losing defense system, either as a part of the
technological leader- system itself or in its design and
ship in many areas. development.

THE CHANGING DEFENSE ACQUISITION ENVIRONMENT 13



Too often both the Other critical technologies further
gov wnment and demonstrate our loss of leadership. The
indusr.y ignore the numerically controlled machine tool
effects of their own industry is now led by Japan. Their lead
management philoso- in flexible manufacturing systems, a key
phies. to many complicated manufacturing tasks,

is growing each year. Similarly, America
has lost its leadership in precision
optics in the past two decades. We
cannot retain battlefield superiority
without assuring we have access to
technological leadership in those fields.

Short-term planning This loss of technological Isadership can
manifests itself in be attributed to many political and
an emphasis on: economic factors. Too often both

- products government and industry ignore the
- profits now effects of their own management philoso-
- investment return phies. Recent studies, such as the one

being conducted by Professor Bruce Scott,
of Harvard, point out the disadvantages
of those philosophies in comparison with
those of countries such as Japan, the

bUWl NNY 885466. (IM3 Uu10 European Economic Community, and Korea.

Professor Scott's works characterize
America's loss of technological leader-
ship in terms of competitiveness and is

'/ demonstrated in Figure 1-1. The overall
- /, problem, one of short-term planning,

/ manifests itself in emphasizing:

/ o Products over productivity
e Short-term profits over long-term

competitiveness; and
9 Return on investment over market

share.

The effect of combining the short-term
/, planning philosophy with America's

" / "uncoordinated policy-making mechanisms is
best stated in the Data Resources Report

S .. on U.S. Manufacturing Industries:

S,. "The decline of position of manufac-
"- "" -turing is a major industrial develop-

10. l o-, .m "Mment for this country. . . . There are,9U, , P , it , , so few exceptions to the decline of the

ft .--m &GM mw international positions of U.S. manu-a om rum" facturing industries that one must seek
genere.l causes that act on the

Figure I-1 entire economy."

14 THE CHANGING DEFENSE ACQUISITION ENVIRONMENT



Capital markets view The defense industrial and technology
the acquisition base, because of its defined and requ-
environment with lated budgets and products, is the most
skepticism due to easily urderstood exampl, of these
instability of problems.
budgets and policies.

The DSB found that a most dispassionate
observer of the acquisition environment
is the capital market. Many factors

Foreign oireot Invesutoet Holdings' in the affect investors' and analysts' views of
Unitm States, by Country, 19594u the industry. Economic, fiscal, and

s~ regulatory actions by the government,
either accomplished or projected, have a

C3 cam" tremendous psychological effect on
0 Unmit oKudom investors and on management decisions.

C3w •me~•etw The instability and unpredictability of

Japm defense spending drives away investors
n Om me 1&-P-- C@US seeking growth.
*g LDcS

Investors' skepticism has caused a
low 0virtual closure of the equity and debt

markets to all but a few major contrac-
tors. Almost none can obtain new funds
in the equity markets at any price and
only the largest can do so in the debt

lur market. Low equity prices also invite
foreign ownership which, as reflected in
Figure 1-2, has increased dramatically
over the last several years.

IS? ) The result is the short-term planning
which now dominates industry investment
decisions. With short-term planning, the
DoD cannot be assured of the advancement
of technology on which our deterrenc -
depends. There is danger in the contrast
with our adversaries whose stable, long-
term planning may permit them to overcome
technological advantages. The loss of

I.... ,... this advantage is the loss of the
industrial element of our deterrent.

dam ibrhe" muMW snowb0 tosw nM tmuon

un""a Skaew&

Figure 1-2
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H. Differing Approaches to
Long-Term Planning:
U.S.,, Allies,, and the
Soviet Union

Many of our allies and adversaries
recognize the link between long-term
planning and the ability of the
defense industrial and technology
base to support national security
objectives. We seem not to.

u. S. planning is The United States defense planning is
decentralized, decentralized, especially in the area

of acquisition, where the individual
military services acquire, support,
and maintain -weapon systems through
their R&D and logistics commands.
Substantial differences exist in
approach among the services regarding
acquisition policies and practices.

Allies tie industrial Our allies make a concentrated effort
policy to national to tie directly their nations' in-
security goals. dustrial policy to national security

goals. Many of these goals are
related to a policy of direct aid to
'defense industries, while others are
by-products of economic policies only
indirectly related to defense
planning. Two reasons account for
this: 1) the increasing technical
advancemen~t of armaments, aind 2)
national attitudes which emphasize a
strong industrial base for both
defense and non-defense purposes,
resulting in a direct link between
the defense base, the non-defense
base, and security needs.

In the next pages, we examine the
policies of several nations.
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In Japan, the government The strength of Japan's
supports industry, defense-related industry is a

function of many aspects of
governmental support. The
Ministry of International Trade
and Industry, MITI, which has
no U.S. equivalent, engages in
effective, long-range planning
for development of both the
defense and civil sectors.

&G This broad industrial planning
effectively transfers tech-

W.GIV nologies and products origi-
u- nally developed for civilian
• goods to the defense sector or

vice versa. The Japanese
government supports the defense
industrial base through direct
subsidies and tax provisions
leading to low capital costs as
well as government-sponsored

SIW R&D. A comparison of R&D
versus GNP for major industrial

•-. m •aunu o-,," nations is shown in Figure II-i
and reflects the high Japanese
investment. Japanese costs of
capital are one-quarter those
of the U.S.

Figure 11-1

I n mo st cases, Under government sponsorship, Japanese
a c t iv it ies a re companies frequently engage in joint
coordinated or even research, product c velopment, testing,
formally directed by and coordination of market shares. In
the Japanese Defenlse most cases, these activities -are coor-
Agency, or the Minis- dinated or even formally directed by the
try of Trade and Japanese Defense Agency, or the Ministry
Industry. of Trade and Industry.

Companies engage in significantly less
competition for defense business with
each other than firms in the U.S. Japan
has no antitrust laws to prevent joint
commercial efforts.

Another factor enabling companies to
engage in defense production is that
defense-related business accounts for a
relatively small percentage of a com-
pany's business.
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Japan conducts little direct defense R&D.
However, Japan ranks third, behind the
U.S. and USSR, in total investments, in
science and technology. The ovarwhelming
emphasis of Japanese research is on
applied R&D or production technology,
much of which is applicable to defense
pzrducts. Moreover, the relatively small
amount spent on basic research allows
Japar to target a substantial percentage
of its R&D to the direct development of
products.

Japan deliberately Although much of what Japan does prnvides
targets its R&D, with strong support for its defense-supporting
defense R&D being industry, it has a much smaller defense
secondary to ctammer- industry than the U.S. Also, Japanesa
cial R&D. defense policy is limited to a direct

defense of its homeland and sea lanes to
a distance of 1,000 miles.

(For further confirmation, refer to:
Asia-Pacific Community Journal, "The Rise
of Japan's Military Industrial Base," by
Kent E. Calder, Summer 1982; and Arms
Production in Japan: The Military
ADoiications of Civilian Technology, by
Reinhard Drifts, Westview Press, Boulder,
CO, 1986.)

Wesjtern Europe

The defense industries of the following
We itern European nations all depend
hervily or. export markets. As a result,
defense production planning is sig-
nificantly affected by the quantity and
delivery schedules raquested by foreign
customers. Short-notice orders often
perturb industrial planning on a year-by-
year basis.

French defense acqui- As a large-scale developer and producer
sition is accom- of modern weapon systems, France's
plished through a predominantly nationalized defense
highly centralized industry is the third largest in the
procurement system world. Defense acquisition is accom-
with very little plished through a highly centralized
legislative over- procurement system with very little
sight. legislative oversight. France has a
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national industrial strategy which,
through long-range planning, integrates
defense with civil development and
production planning. There is a national
emphasis on exports and multinational
collaboration.

France emphasizes France emphasizes comprehensive, long-
comprehensive, long- term planning and policy making. Its
term planning. system features a special, high-ranking

procurement planning committee, chaired
by the Minister of Defense, which
establishes the direction of future
procurement for a 10-year period.
Programming is accomplished for 5-year
periods, and budgeting is annual. Their
system has been quite successful in
minimizing delays or cancellations of
major programs. Additional information
is contained in Organization of Defense
Procedures and Production in France.
1 by David Greenwood.

United Kinadom

The United Kingdom The United Kingdom, Western Europe's
defense acquisition second leading weapon producing nation,
process is central- has organized its defense acquisition as
ized and administered a centralized, civilian-administered
by civilians, procurement system. Like France, the

U.K. is increasingly designing weapons to
exploit export opportunities and em-
phasize multinational collaboration.
Unlike France, the United Kingdom's
system has strong legislative oversight,
a commercial and competitive procurement
approach, and significant private sector
development/production processes.

The United Kingdom uses 10-year budget
analyses and annual budgets. Under the
doctrine of Collective Responsibility,
British Parliament strongly shapes and
executes both national policy and defense
procurement policy. Like France, the
United Kingdom has established a central-
ized, predominantly civilian agency which
oversees the acquisition process.
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The United Fingdom Current policy emphasizes a commercial
procurement system orientation in the procurement process,
integrates overall virtually no competition at the prime
defense needs and contractnr level, and enhanced competi-
national concerns. tion at the subcontractor level.

Relative to the U.S., there is less
government oversight of industry.

The U.K. views its procurement system
within the context of overall defense
needs and overall national concerns; all
new systems are examined fnr their eco-
nomic and industrial implications. For
further information, refer to e
Acauisition Process of Select Foreign
GovMrnment:s, GAO Report #GAO/NSIAD-86-
5lFS, February 1586; and Aberdeen Studies
in Defense Economics, "Organization of
Defense Procurement and Production in the
United Kingdom," by Rae Angus, 1979.

West German=

The West German pro- The West German weapons procurement
curement system is system is centralized under very strong
centralized under legislative oversight and civilian
very strong legisla- control. West Germany seeks multi-
tive oversight and national projects and exports a signifi-
civilian control. cant amount of weaponry and components.

West Germany utilizes a single planning
document to integrate all defense

West Germany utilizes procurement, manpower, infrastructure,
a single planning operations and R&D requirements. Weapon
document. and equipment acquisition is specified

for 15-year periods, with annual cost and
scheduling updates, and annual budgets.

The centralized procurement system, under
civilian control, has a somewhat rigid
system of checks and balances, as well as
division of labor, in the acquisitions
process. There is very little competi-
tion for contracts and, once awarded,
oversight generally is primarily con-

In Germany, oversight centrated on quality assurance and cost
is concentrated on issues. Cost issues are particularly
quality assurance and scrutinized due to a history of overruns,
cost issues, and suspicions of contractor "buy-ins."
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The West German procuraeet system has
been moderately successful, with some
procedural and coordination problems
arising due to its division of responsi-
bility for the research, development,and
testing functions. See Th German
Sstemýs Acauisition Procesa and Compara-
tive U.S. As2ects, by Hermann 0. Pfrongle
and Gerhard M. Brauer.

BvietLUnion

In the 1984 edition of Soviet Military
Pow-r, DoD concluded that:

The Soviet Union has "The Soviet priority attached to military
a n integrated power has required a national commitment
national strategy to a dedicated and militarily oriented
which is committed to industrial system. During the past 35
a dedicated and years, there has been a tremendous growth
militarily oriented in all sectors of Soviet military
industrial system. industries and the tightly integrated

national strategy of military production,
from mining of raw materials to the
fabrication of finished weapons systems."

In contrast, American policy makers make
judgments from the perspective of their
more limited jurisdictions which our
constitutional system of checks and
balances has created to prevent the kind
of totalitarian system which the Soviets
have.

Defense industrial Soviet defense industrial planning
requirements receive differs markedly from the processes used
the highest priority by the nations previously discussed.
in economic planning. Because defense industrial requirements

receive the highest priority in economic
planning, the Soviet military follows a
unified military technical policy which
governs all aspects of defense prepared-
ness. An extensive military-civilian
industrial bureaucracy, responsible both
to the Party and the Ministry of Defense,
closely monitors every stage of weapons
research, development and production. R&D
activities, as well as weapons develop-
ment programs are unconstrained by the
usual 5-year planning cycle. Zxten-
sive, integrated long-term planning
reviews are conducted periodically,
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assuring availability of raw materials
and tirely completion of large-scale
capital construction projects.

S o v ie t d e f e n sa Soviet defense planning, marked by highly
planning is based compartmented, hierarchically layered
upon a strong, acquisition process, is based upon a
coordinated indus- strong, coordinated industrial premobili-
trial premobilization zation structure. This structure
structure. features prioritized contingency plans

for industrial plants, strategic produc-
tion reserves, and extensive contin-
gencies for wartime relocation, disper-
sion and ensured national survival. For
further information, see Signal (Jour-
nal), "Weapons System Acquisition in the
Soviet Union," by Timothy D. Desmond,
November 1987.
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fI. Capital Formation,
Incentives, and
Competition: Why
Industry Plans for the
Short Term

The trend toward American industry is often criticized for
short-term planning a management philosophy which focuses on
dominates industry. short-term profits rather than long-term
U.S. productivity productivity and growth. Because these
growth, which criticisms are, in many cases, entirely
directly reflects accurate, industry and government must
capital investment, examine why the trend toward short-term
is compared to its planning dminates industry.
allies in Figure
III-1.

Capital Formation

Captm FonuUon, IntndmonM Compaim, io0-3 To understand industry's focus
on short-term results, one must

m examine demands placed on
7 public companies. Companies'

owners (i.e., share holders)
are not tied to defense
industry investments. Defense
industry managers must compete
"for shareholders' investments
in markets which offer man"r

W* sa choices of lower risk and
greater short-term profits.

$

"0 Investors always desire to
S"/achieve the greatest return for

/00" .the least risk in the shortest
possible time. In recent years

I the power and influence of
, , large institutional investors

(pension funds, mutual funds,
S• brokerage firms, and others)

(no . Mawsm pf has increased markedly. In
terms of dollar value, pension

bw n mm mm. am- " ufsmWatmef"WOOL u " funds now own 25% of all cor-
I SmSV b 1 U 5 r r U EIUP S - porate shares traded in the

$ &A 0" om a Law. @Mm Lraw am"" tiS"sýmm c nmým a*mm ow somma• io

FIGURE III-i
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United States. More importantly, because
their holdings are concentrated in major
companies, pension funds own 50% of the
shares tradad on the New York Stock
Exchange and 65% of the largest defense
contractors found in the Standard &
Poor's 500. The motivation of these
owners largely determines companies'
ability to obtain capital for investment.

Trustees of pension Trustees of pension funds have a fiduci-
funds have a legal ary obligation to the beneficiaries of
duty to maximize the pension plans. This obligation can
returns, be roughly translated into a legal duty

to maximize returns. The legal require-
ments faced by other institutional
investors may not be as strict, but their
desire-for higher returns each and every
quarter is just as great. If a company
or an industry demonstrates performance
below that of other companies or indus-
tries, investor support evaporates.
Should a corporate raider propose a take-
over,, or a proxy fight commence, large
institutions are almost certain to
support whomever promises them the higher
short-term returns.

Procurement and tax In this environment, defense contractors
po i c ies h a ve race a serious dilemma. Although their
increased risk while business is inherently long term in
s i mul1ta ne ou sl1y nature, Wall Street expects excellent
increasing the need short-term results. In recent years,
for external finan- frequent changes in acquisition and tax
cing. policies (such as reduced progress

payments, cost sharing, fixed priced
development contracts, contractor- funded
special tooling and test equipment, and
virtual elimination of the completed
contract method of tax accounting) have
combined to i ncrease risk at the same
time that profits and cash flow are
signif icantly reduced. As the Harvard-
based MAC group study entitled "The
Impact on Defense Industrial Capability
otf Changes in Procurement and Tax Policy"
noted, these policies have increased risk
and at the same time vastly increased the
need for external financing.
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Uncertainty, about defense budgets,
missions, and policies have combined to
create great investor skepticism about
investment in defense stocks. Companies
favored by the markets characteristically
either have low risk and relatively

Investors are skep- modest returns or have high risk short-
tical about invest- term investments with great potential for
ment in defense higher returns. The defense industries,
stocks. however, are viewed as long term and high

risk with potentially lower returns. As
a result, debt and equity capital is hard
to obtain from investors. Therefore,
companies are discouraged to pursue the
long term and high risk investments in
research and development, modernization,
and productivity. Companies struggle to
raise their profitability in the short-
term at a time when price-earning ratios
in many defense sectors are the lowest in
at least 25 years.

C o mp a nies a r e Companies have made two basic responses
responding to to this situation: first, to decrease
investor skepticism corporate exposure to defense contract-
b y decreasing ing; or second, if this exposure cannct
corporate participa- be reduced, to limit discretionary
tion in defense spending such as capital expenditures.
contracting.

The first response includes the most
dramatic type of corporate action:
divestiture. Companies such as Eaton,
Sperry, IC Industries, Goodyear, Gould,
United Technologies, Lockheed, and
Honeywell have all sold, or are in the
process of selling, certain defense

*operations. For some, this has meant a
complete withdrawal from defense con-
tract ing.

Divestiture or exit from the defence
markets is not limited to large firms.
Several consultants and analysts have
identified many subcontractors who wish
to sell their businesses or find merger
partners due to a lack of financial

Subtier firms are resources. Subtier firms appear par-
particularly vul- ticularly vulnerable to the recent
nerable to recent tax changes in acquisition and tax policy'
policy and acquisi- because their access to capital is
tion policy changes. limited in the best of times.
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A less extreme form of deemphasizing
defense business has been the dezision-to
not expand existing defense operations.
Allied Signal, IBM, and Motorola have all
publicly stated that they would not
expand their defense businesses. The
Wall Street response to the Allied Signal
announcement in November 1987 was a 5%
increase in the value of the stock.

Perhaps the most widespread means of
attempting to limit this negative
exposure is selective bidding. In some
instances, this could mean that a company
would decide to not seek work on -ar-
ticular programs. Martin Marrietta,
Unitad Technologies, Grumman, Lockheed,
Northrop, and GM-Hughes have all stated
publicly they are being more selective,
have lost programs because of changes in
their bidding strategies, or have not bid
altogether.

"Second source" The second basic response, to seek
opportunities are improved profitability through declining
viewed as a method to expenditures, is well demonstrated. As
reduce investment noted in the MAC Group study, contractor
risk. expenditures for IR&D have actually

declined in both actual dollars and as a
percentage of DoD-related sales between
1984 ard 1986. Reducing IR&D expendi-
tures minimizes contractor risk and
increases short-term profit, but also
limits innovation. Some companies have
indicated that "pushing technology" is
now an unwarranted risk given the chances
of failure and already reduced profit
margins.

Companies which are subjected to later
competition on Ltems they designed are
motivated to avoid expenditures in
research and development. Some are now
seeking opportunities to be the "second
source" while letting others take the
risks incurred in initial investments.

Through a variety of contract terms, the
government seeks to create incentives for
its contractnrs to invest in technology,
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productivity, and personnel.- It also
seeks to encourage them to undertake

Determining whether tanks which can only bo performed at high
* in ce n t ives a re technical risk. Determining whether

achieving theiz goals these incentives are achieving their
has become difficult. goals has become increasingly difficult.

The debates between Congress, DoD,
industry,, and the media have usually
focused simply on what levels of "profit-
ability" the industry achieved. The
question of whether the incentives were
working to create advanced technology,,
modernization, or producrtivity has not
been addressed.

Government -sponsored The system of incentives has been
incentives to foster modified frequently over the past few
contractor advance- years. Both. Congress and the Defense
ments in technology, Department have, on more than one
modernization, or occasion, made major changes to contract
productivity change financing policies such as the tax laws,
frequently. cost recovery, profits, progress pay-

ments,, and a wide variety of other
policies, each of which has a direct
effect on companies' capital resources.

Some policies seek to create incentives
for technical risk yet tail to reward the
most risk-laden investments. other
policies direct investments in contract

Conflicts among the unique plant and equipment. Still others
policies ma7 prevent create taxable events before profits can
the incentive systems be measured. The combined effect of
from reaching their these many changes is a conflict among
goals. the policies which may prevent the

incentive systems from achieving their
stated goals. Put simply, to the extent
that profits are- reduced or capital
investments are specifically directed,
they are not available for long-term
investments in research, modernization,
and productivity.

Program stability is Program stability is needed. Existing
needed. Multi-year government policies and annual budgeting
funding is required reviews result in program funding levels
Zir system proicure- that vary greatly from year to year.
ments. This is compounded by the fact that such

budget actions result in one-ye&': money
even though procurement actions for many
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major systems are multi-year in nature.
This instability translates into high
risk programs and discourages industry
from making long-term investment commit-
ments.

A commitment to What is needed is a stronger tie between
develop should be a the commitment to develop a system and a
commitment to follow-on commitment to produce an
produce. approved system. Existing contract

policies such as dual-sourcing or leader-
follower may in fact be viewed as a
disincentive by thie system developer.
This can result in additional program
instability and higher cost systems.

Longer term invest- Industry's commitment to longer term
ment is tied to investment is directly tied to government
longer term procure- commitment to a longer term procurement
ment planning. plan. This has the added advantage of

increasing contractor flexibility in
meeting multi-year requirements.

Conflict inherent in Companies seeking to meet burgeoning
the various contract demands for working capital must satisfy
financing policies shareholders and lenders by raising
increases pressure short-term returns. The conflicts
f or short-term inherent in the various contract financ-
investment. ing policies thus~ increase pressure on

corporate management for short-term in-
vestments to increase cash flow and
short-term profits.

The resolution of The resolution of these inconsistencies
present inconsis- could be the basis for a revised incen-
tencies could be the tive system which focuses on long-term
basis for a revised investments. DoD should examine the
incentive system incentive. which are used currently in,
which focuses on for example, several Navy and Air Force
long-term invest- programs. These incentives are primarily
ments. performance based and are designed to

provide DoD with greater value in more
capable and longer lasting assets. The
theory of these incentives could be
applied broadly. They could even be
applied in cases of simpler manufactured
goods and simple or complex services by
accounting for cont~ractors' past perfor-
mance as an incentive in evaluating
proposals in competition for future work.
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Both industry and DoD Competition has proven to be both an
believe that competi- effective incentive to contractor
tion has forced more efficiency and a management tool for the
discipline into the services to obtain greater value for
acquisition process. their program dollar. Since enactment of

the Competition in Contracting Act
(CICA), the number of competitive
contract awards has grown significantly.

Both industry and DoD believe that
competition has forced more discipline
into the acquisition process. With
competition, requirements must be more
precisely defined and contractual state-
ments of work are sharpened. The
pressure of competition has also forced
many contractors to become more respon-
sive and efficient.

Competition has Competition is often sought for competi-
reached a quantita- tion's sake. Statistics indicate that
tive peak. competition may have quantitatively

reached the highest level achievable and
can be expected to remain at that level.
In 1987, for example, more than 89% of
Army, Navy, and Air Force procurement
actions were awarded competitively.

As the Senate Armed Services Comrmittee
said in its report on the FY89 defense
authorization bill:

The message that "CICA has had a beneficial effect on the
"competition is not acquisition process. However, the
for competition's purpose of the act was not to establish'
sake" may not have competition for competition's sake. The
reached the field, law recognizes that price is not the

only determination, quality is important
and should be stressed in competition.
Although this seems to be well understood
at -headquarters level, it is not clear
that this message has reached the field.",

DoD should focus DoD should not raduce its emphasis on
competition initia- competition but instead should focus
tives on qualitative, competition initiatives on qualitative,
rather than quantita- rather than quantitative improvements.
tive, improvements. To do so, it should establish total

product quality as a major criterion in
choosing the best acquisition strategies
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for the government. Total product
quality means more than the traditional

Total product quality elements of quality; it means value. It
means value, also means maintainability, operability,

affordability, and more. It includes a
measure of the contractor's past perfor-
mance.

Total product quality should be used to
evaluate proposals in several different
ways. First, and most importantly, the
soundness of a product's design, its
producibility, reliability, and main-
tainability, must all be included.
Finally, in determining total product
quality, DoD should find some means of
accounting for a company's past per-
formance on the same or similar work.

Source selection criteria should reflect
rewards for superior past performance and

A balanced approach penalties for past failures, similar to
to incentives and the Contractor Performance Assessment
competition could Review system now being used by the Air
provide a basis for Force. A balanced approach to incentives
longer term planning. and competition could provide a basis for

longer term planning by both DoD and
industry.
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IV* Cooperation In the
Policymakring Process

As the Packard Commission explained,
national security planning and budgeting
policies are created in a number of
agencies and congressional committees,
most of which view it as their own
obligation to approach the problem
independe'itly.

Although our indepen- In the Executive Branch national security
dence of policy policy is made by the President with the
makers must be assistance of. the Secretaries of State
maintained, a greater and Defense, the National Security
level of cooperation Advisor, and others. Trade policies
is necessary to evolve through the Commerce and State
erasure national Departments and tax policies from the
security. Treasury Department. Similarly, Congress

has divided its policy making responsi-
bilities among a growing number of
independent committees. our Constitution
requires this separation of powers.
Nevertheless, because the lack of coordi-
nation has led to the current decline of
the industrial and technology base, a
greater level of cooperation and discus-
sion among policy makers is essential to
national security.

Major policy changes The defense industrial and technology
are made without base is comprised of millions of people
regard to effects on and thousands of companies, government
our industrial and laboratories, universities, and other
technology base, facilities across the nation. But there

is also no military economy or industrial
base that is predominantly separate from
the civilian economy of the nation.

America's defense companies compete with
th~eir civilian counterparts and are
integrated with th~en in the sharing of
financial, personnel, and natural
resources. Recently, the industrial base
has become even broader through inclusion
of essential foreign manufacturing
companies. Because of its breadth and
depth, the industrial and technology base
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is directly affected, sometimes signifi-
cantly, by most of the major economic,
environmental, and trade policies which
our government undertakes.

Unfortunately, Congressional and Execu-
tive Branch policy makers frequently
create major changes to these policies
without reference to their effect on the

Policy makers create capability of the industrial and tech-
changes without nology base to perform the tasks which
reference to their our national security strategy expects of
effect on national it. The planning, budgeting, and
security. organization processes are intertwined;

this process, and improvements to it,
will fail unless Congressional and
Executive Branch leaders endorse the need
for cooperation. Too often, the inter-
ests of constituents are not in the
national interest.

Lack of cooperation The effects of changes in national policy
and coordination of on the defense industrial and technology
national strategies base should become obvious in the process
makes those strate- of creating national security strategies
gies far less likely and plans. However, even here the
to succeed, current policy making mechanisms do not

undertake to match the capabilities of
the industrial and technology base with
the tasks they are assumed to perform in
peace, national emergency, or war. This
lack of cooperation and coordination of
national strategies makes those strate-
gies far less likely to succeed.

DoD policy makers do Current national strategies are generated
not have an adequate for presidential approval by the Secre-
means of determining tary of Defense with the support of the
whether the defensr Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Service*
industrial and Secretaries. In drafting these plans,
technology base will however, DoD policy makers do not have an
be able to accomplish adequate means of determining whether the
the tasks which defense industrial and technology base
underlie their plans. will be able to accomplish the tasks

which underlie their plans. In fact,
recognizing this problem, the Joint
Chiefs have begun their "Joint Industrial
Mobilization Planning Program" by which
some- measurement could be made of
industries' resources. Much more needs
to be done.
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As President Eisenhower said,, "Democracy,
in one word . . . is . . . cooperation."
National policy makers should be asked to
cooperate, in their own actions, with

other changes on DoD's plans for reliance on the defense
economic, tax, trade, industrial and technology base. Author-
and defense policies izers, appropriators, tax writers and all
must not detract from the federal agencies should be advised by
the ability of the DoD, at least in general terms, of the
industrial and tasks which industry must perform. DoD
techno logy base to should analyze new policy initiatives in
support national depth and seek the cooperation of those
security, policy makers to ensure that any major

changes in economic, tax, trade, and
defense policies assist in, or at least
do not detract from, the ability of the
in 'dustrial and technology base to perform
as expected.
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V. Managizg the Defense
Technology Base

F"Oreg uiiin of U.S High.Tefohnoog

The importance of the national
scientific and technology
capability to national
security cannot be overstated.

o, tThe Department of Defense
*6 6 II 64 U U Technology Base program is

intended to exploit dual-use
"" '.' "MON technology and develop defense

mn rnrn. me sMWWW ONM M specific technologies for
= " a" M incorporation into the opera-tional inventory of our

forces. The objective is a
Figure V-1 substantially increased

capability at the lowest
possible cost. conflicting
objectives, however, make this
challenge difficult; a problem
heightened by foreign acquisi-

Cumulaftv AcquIsions, 1981-86 tion of U.S. high technology
By lndufty (see Figures V-I and V-2).

.20.0

Figure V-2
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In Figure V-3,, technology base funding in compared to t~he total
research in the U.S., federally supported rsach, and the GNP
over the last three decades. The level of DoD technology base
spending has not kept up with the levels of spending for other
categories of research. overall spenckinq for U.S. basic and
applied R&D has paralleled our growth in GNP.
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This deficit can be tied to the relative trends in US/USSR standing
in the 20 most important basic technology areas found in Figure
V-5. while the U.S. is in the lead,, the arrows indicate the
relative technoloqy level is changing in favor of the Soviets.
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IR&D is a critical ingredient of the
technology infrastructure (6.1, 6.2,
6.3A, and IR&D). Since IR&D is resident
in the industry that uses it, the typical
hurdles associated with technology tran-
sition (i.e., understanding, advocacy,
"not invented here") are eliminated as
demonstrated by the current status of

IR&D is a very stealth technology. Therefore, there is
effective mechanism probably no other mechanism that is more
in developing and in- effective in developing and inserting
serting technology technology into defense systems than
into defense systems. IR&D.

The goal of the science and technology
infrastructure is to provide the best
capability in defense systems at the
lowest possible costs. Because the role
and goals of the science and technology
infrastructure are often misunderstood,
they are restated here. Technology gives
defense systems new capabilities. There-
fore, the DoD uses the technology as a
force multiplier. While this is a
concept that is universally accepted,
many people do not realize or understand
that a second goal is to reduce costs.

Many programs in the science and tech-
nology infrastructure include among their
objectives making an existing capability
affordable. Example programs include:
VHSIC, MIMIC, STARS/Ada, and many

The goal of the materials processing programs. Such
science and technol- programs are designed not only to reduce
ogy infrastructura is initial system cost, but to reduce life-
to provide the best cycle costs through increased reliability
capability to defense and lower maintenance. In addition,
systems at the lowest there are those who think that the only
possible costs, technologies designed to reduce manufac-

turing costs are the MANTECH programs.
This is not accurate; for example,
robotics is strongly funded outside
MANTECH, as is automatic target recogni-
tion, which has considerable synergistic
potential with robotics.

Therefore, we reassert that the goal of
the science and technology infrastructure
is to provide the best capability to
defense systems at the lowest possible
cost.
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The key components of a strong technology
base are peoplet resources, technology
insertion, and management..

People are critical People -The quality of the scientists,
to manufacturing and engineers, and managers is critical to
technology leader- technology. Effective leadership in both
ship. program development and application is

totally dependent on the qualifications,
vision, and capability of personnel.
Until "people" problems are adequately
addressed and corrected,, little hope can
be held out for solving the other issues
which are: 1) Resources in the form of
budget stability and modern laboratory
facilities; 2) technology insertion which
assures that system deve:.,opment programs
use the available technology; and 3) a
management structure with authority,
responsibility, and accountability.

A cooperative effort In light of the critical importance of
should be initiated advanced technology to United States
to focus national strength and capabilities, a cooperative
efforts on critical' national effort should be initiated to
technologies, focus government, industry, and academic

expertise on a set of critical tech-
nologies that should be accelerated and
exploited during the 1990s.

The establishment of a national policy
for the protection and development of
those portions of our industrial and
technological base that support national
security has been an elusive goal since
the demobilization that occurred after
World War 11. Development of such a
coherent po~licy is made difficult by the
vast and diverse nature of the national
economy and by -the conflicting needs to
have an efficient peacetime defense base
and at the smaie time one that has suf fi-
cient capacity to expand rapidly to a

Conflicting interests wriefoig
d i sco u ra ge a n The complexity of the problem is aggra-
effective national vated by often conflicting interests,
policy. e.g., executive support for a certain

technology advance while DoD budgetary
restrictions do not allow it or State
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Department advocacy of certain technology
sharing while DoD is protecting the same
technology.

A presidential Exec- Strong interagency cooperative efforts
utive order or to establish broad policy and to resolvea
D i r a c t i v e c a n disputes are required to correct the
*est a bli sh t hi e problem. A presidential Executive Order
f r a mewo rk f o r or Directive is the most appropriate way
coordination of a to establish the framework needed to
coherent national begin the process of establishing and
industrial a~nd implementing a *coherent national indus-
technology policy, trial policy in support of our national

security interests.
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VI Realism in Surge
Planning

Increased attention The increasinq possibility of intense or
must be given to protracted conventional conflicts where
industrial planning, high tachnology weapons suffer high
the defense mobiliza- attrition rates warrants increased
tion base, and attention to industrial planninq and the
forsign-manufactured defense mobilization base. Historically,
comqponents* industrial investment in our techno-

I Tical base has been a basic tenot in
our strateqy of deterrence. Currant
acquisition policies, however, frequently
discouraqe industry investments, thus
eroding our mobilization capabilities.
Concurrently, the increasing reliance on
foreign-manufactured weapon system
components comounds the difficulty in
maintaining a robust mobilization base.

Defense Guidance Defense Guidance deriv,*d from National
derived from National Security policies focuses on short wars
Security policies has and has not adequately addressed these
heoedofore not ad*- -'. fac-or or the critical linkages between
quataly linked force force development, military strategy and
development and the industrial base capability. It is
strategy with indus- necessary to focus on these vulnerabili-
trial base capa- ties and determine when such measures as
bility/capacity. stockpiling critical materials or

mothballinq equipment should be adopted.

The use of buffer stocks significantly reduces the risk of produc-
tion delays, as shown in Fiqure V-1-. As depicted in the shaded
area, the risk of production delays is significantly reduced from
that of a "cold start" position when a buffer supply is available.

cumm

!!pa

Figure VIZ-1
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The costs associated While mobilization planning is a neces-
with mobilization sary adjunct to preparedness, the costs
preparedness are associated with mobilization preparedness
unacceptable. are uiaceap le in a peacetime environ-

menat. Improvements in surge, and. ulti-
mately in mobilization capability in
selected critical systems is vital.
Coupled with the Graduated Mobilization
Response (GKR) concept, utilizing surge
capabilities to attain predetermined
levels or tiers of mobilization, this
strategy would be far more effective than
current practice. The GMR is presently
being implemented throughout the Federal
Govqern by direction of the National
Security Council.

The Graduated Mobili- The Graduated Mobilization Response
zation Response con- concept also accounts for globalization
cept assures surge of the defense industrial base, providing
capabilities to a frameworX for CINCs to identify and
attain predetermined designate elements critical to opera-
levels or tiers of tions. Within this framework, key
mobilization. vulnerabilities would be assessed and a

"buffer" f sel ected stock would be
matched tcr each vulnerability. Such a
buffer is envisioned to be sufficient to
last for the first 18 months of a
conflict, permitting industry to surge
production while simultaneously develop-
ing alternatives compensating for supply
interruption and expanding overall
production capacity to meet wartime
demands. Care must be taken to ensure
that in-process inventory buffers do not
become technologically obsolete.

Our surge -apability
needs to be signi- Effective deterrence of sustained con-
ficantly strengthen- flict depends upon our surge ability, and
ed. our surge capability needs to be signi-

ficantly strengthened in order to meet
current national security objectives.

Surge capability
which could provide Surge capability which could- provide
rapid production rapid acceleration of production of
acceleration of critical consumables early in a conflict
critical consumables is affordable. Sufficient simulations
at the front end of a and studies by 0SD, JCS, and industry
conflict is within validated both the feasibility and cost
the realm of afford- of implementing surge capabilities into
ability, selected production processes.
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Surge capabilit y canl It should be recognized that surge
be enhanced through capability can be dramatically enhanced
cash flow changes. at little additional cost of these items

through changes in cash flow management,
and affordability can be -significantly
improved by changes in acquisition
strategies. Changes in surge planning
could also encourage industry IR&D
investments, thus strengthening our
mobilization capabilities.

Surge should be Industrial surge must be linked to early
1linked to early warnaing indicators. The DSB supports the
warning indicators, finding in. the 1988 National Security

Strategy Report which states:

the readiness of our industrial
base would be progressively increased
as intelligence suggested an increasing
probability of hostile actions directed
against U.S. interests."

Realistic and uniform Realistic and unifo*.m definition of surge
definitý_on of surge needs and capabilities is lacking, and
needs and capabili- this problem is exacerbated because there
ties is lacking. is no multi-service integration of surge

priorities. DoD policy, including the
Defense Guidance, must incorporate appro-
priate mechanisms and processes to link
force development, operational planning,
and industrial base capability/capacity.

Strategy depends in part upon the ability
of the industrial base to supply the
required quality and quantity of mate-
rial. Using the PON and PD?! processes to
guide programming and budgeting decisions
will not only demonstrate a commitment to
surge, it will provide the necessary
foundation for strategy and operation
plan development and execution.

DoD must assure that DoD must assure that the industrial base
the industrial base can surge, particularly production con-
can surge, particu- sunables,, as a peacetime deterrent and to
larly for consum- support low- and medium-intensity
ables, as a peacetime conflicts. Budget priorities should
deterrent to support reflect this and the building and
low- and medium- maintaining of these capabilities.
intensity conflicts. Defense Guidance also must be supported
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by budget and acquisition commitments to
ensure industrial base capabilities
required to implement strategy.

The ability to surge The ability to surge must be demonstrated
must be demonstrated. and exercised. To be fully effective,

surge must begin before our forces are
committed to a conflict. Further
development and expansion of the JCS
Joint Industrial Mobilization Planning
Program (JIMPP) would provide the means
for setting priorities for industrial
base capabilities and developing criteria
and "triggers" for commencing surge
production.

An 18-month buffer of We should also identify, price, and
critical foreign- specify purchase of an 18-month buffer
sourced components stock of critical foreign-sourced
must be provided, components or materials essential to

surge operations.

Where budget con- Finally, budgetary realities can and must
straints prevent an be reflectel in planning for arnd demon-
adequata capability, strating surge capabilities. Where
operations plans budget constraints prevent an adequate
should be altered to industrial surge capability, operations
reflect the real plans should be altered to reflect the
capability, real capability.
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VII. Comments on the DoD
Report on Bolstering
U.S. Industrial
Competitiveness (BIC)

The problem of The Defense Science Board is in general
strengthening the agreement with the recommendations stated
industrial base needs in the BIC report. One of our primary
national attention. recommendations builds upon the finding

of the BIC report that DoD must utilize
all the policy tools available to ensure
an adequate industrial base. These
poli(-. tools include a full range of
public policy instruments available to
the Executive and Legislative branches.

For the DoD to be For DoD to be effective in strengthening
e f f e c t i v e i n the industrial base, it must extend its
strengthening the view and influence beyond its own
industrial base, it acquisition policy to reach tax, trade,
must extend its and other economic policies which affect
activities beyond the the industrial. base. DoD must take om
traditional policy the additional responsibility of deali- j
remedies of procure- with this national problem with national
ment and R&D policy, resources. DoD and others need to

recognize that the DoD cannot solve the
industrial base problem by itself.

Although the BIC report describes the
problem well, the report fails to
recommend priorities for the 19 recommen-

Priorities need to be dations for DoD action. (The recommenda-
assigned. tions are summarized in Appendix C.)

DoD, like any institution, has limited
resources to meet its mission. Competi-
tion for them has always been strong and
will -et even stronger under the current
pro. ts of declining budgets. While
th,: report makes the case that signifi-
cantly more resources need to be directed
to dealing with the industrial base
issue, the lack of specific priorities
weake -ý that position. For example, one
of t.i ast recommendations of the report
callh for strengthening the contribution
of the educational system to manufac-
turing and industrial competitiveness.
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Because priorities have not been assign-
ed, we are unsure as to how. many re-
sources can or should be dedicated to
particular issues.

Create an implementa- Assignment of priorities to the recommen-
tion plan. dations should be followed by an imple-

men~tation plan and schedule. The
industrial base suffers from an over-
abundance of study and of inaction. The
difficulty in taking action on that
subject stems from the inability of
government and industry to devise
achievable solutions.- For example, the
report calls for a tax policy that will
enhance the ability of the industrial
base to compete in world markets.
However, the report stops short of
suggesting the means to accomplish this.

The recommendations made in this study
are complementary to the recommendations
of the BIC. An action plan to Implement
the recommendations of both studies will
leave little doubt in the minds of
governm(;.nt and industry policy makers
that the health of our industrial base is
an issue of -the first order of impor-
tance.

A new and broader To accomplish the recommendations of both
role for the DoD is the DSB and the BIC report will require
required. DoD to act in a new and unfamiliar role.

DoD must strongly voice its concerns in
the councils of the Executive and Legis-
lative Branches on matters of national
and international economic policies which
affect the industrial base. This role is
not one usually assigned to DoD; but DoD
cannot meet its mission without a strong
commercial base and it should recognize
and accept this broader responsibility.

DoD should have DoD must establish a strong analytical
strong analytical capability to understand the responses of
capability, the manufacturing base to the various

economic factors which affect it. The
policy issues facing the production base
must be understood from a quantitative
perspective and not from an anecdotal
basis. To be persuasive in the councils
of economic policy, DoD must be able to
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present strong cridence of the need for
action and dat& supporting the recom-
mended solutions. DoD must have the
ability to estimate the impact of
alternative policy decisions to be
confident that proposed action will
provide the desired result.

Ensuring strong The BIC report raises the relationship
re lations with between the DoD and industry as or.9 of
industry requires the fundamental determinants of success
concerted effort. in efforts to strengthen the industrial

base. The report cites several specific
actions including the Defense Manufac-
turing Board, the Manufacturing Advisory
Council and the National Academy of
Sciences. "Forging the right relations
with industry" will take concerted and
consistent effort at all levels of
governaent and industry.

Educational excel- The improvement of the quality of the
lence is a long-term nation's educational system is necessary
foundation of indus- to assure future competitiveness of U,.
trial success. manufacturing industry. For this issue

to be resolved, however, DoD will have to
devote a substantial amount of resources
and enlist the assistance of many others
in government. While DoD does and should
direct its own educational resources to
assist in this area, the larger issue
relates to university and secondary
school involvement. DoD should exploit
its potential as a catalyst to encourage
appropriate government agencies and
industry to address this issue. DoD can
provide the leadership and guidance to
assist in a national coalition between
government and industry to achieve the
educational goals necessary for national
sucCEss.

To the extent that the BIC recommenda-
tions result in organizational realign-
ments within the DoD acquisition offices,
the DSB strongly recommends that experi-
mental or prototype programs not be
included in the new responsible office.
Rather, the DSB recommends that the focus
there be on programs and projects with
direct operational application.
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Vifi.Findings and
Conclusions

F3ND33M

* Globalization of U.S. defense markets has made our nation
partially dependent upon foreign sources. Neither DoD nor
industry has the means of measuring the scope of this
dependence or of identifying the systems and components
which are affected. Current acquisition policies and
strategies do not give sufficient recognition to this
problem.

* Of greatest importance is the fact that the continued
deterioration of the industrial and technology base dimin-
ishes the credibility of our deterrent. It is a national
problem requiring a coordinated response by government and
industry. If our nation is to ensure its security for the
coming decade and beyond, it must adopt a strategy. which
links military strategy with a policy to ensure the avail-
ability of the industrial and. technological resources on
which operations plans rely.

* A pattern of inadequate long-term investment by prime and
subtier suppliers is a primary cause of the increasing
deterioration of the defense industrial and technology base.
This inadequate investment can be attributed to:

0 Pressuri on defense industries to provide short-term
returns equal to those available from lower risk
investments;

e Uncoordinated effects of national economic and defense
acquisition policies which further reduce the resources
available for investment;

0 Increasing uncertainties surrounding the defense budget
and acquisition process; and

0 The capital markets' perception of an imbalance between
the risks taken and the possible rewards in defense
business.
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* The growing interdependence of national economic,, defense,
and foreign policies requires greater coordination of those
policies in the Executive Branch and in Congress. The
performance and capabilities of the defense industrial and
technology base is directly affected by changes to tax,
trade, environmental, and socioeconomic policies.

The policynakers must find the means of measuring and
coordinating these effects before they act.

* The maritime industries have deteriorated to the point where
they cannot support national security objectives. Whether
the war be a short Persian Gulf war or a long European war,
or anything in between, maritime assets are required beyond
the capability of American industry today.

* There is a lack of central management of the DoD technology
base programs. Until they are brought under a more activi
management, with sufficient accountability for efficient
expenditure of resources, the program will not achieve the
significant benefits it is capable of producing.

CONCLUSIONS

* Significant differences exist between industry's capa-
bilities and the tasks which national security planning
assumes can be performed by industry.

0 A high level forum should be created to ensure that the
industrial and technology base can support national
security objectives.

* Effective deterrence depends upon an ability to surge

* Realistic and uniform definition of surge needs anci
capabilities is. lacking. Surge planning must include
and account for dependency on foreign sources.

0 Surge capability needs to be significantly strengthened
in order to meet current national security objectives
(e.g., consumables, assured transportation capacity).

0 Ability to surge must be demonstrated and exercised.
Affordability can be significantly improved by changes
in acquisition strategies.

* DoD's technology base is threatened by an unstable budget
and an inability to attract and retain high quality scien-
tists and engineers in laboratories and R&D centers.
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* Present acquisition policies and strategies do not provide
sufficient incentives to enable industry to make long-term
investments in technology, modernization, and productivity.

* Independent Research and Development (IR&D) has had a major
influence on industry's ability to meet defense needs by
providing a primary source of competitive approaches to many
of the tactical and strategic problems which face DoD. The
real advantages of IR&D must be emphasized and current
challenges to the process resolved.

* Competition within the acquisition process must be con-
tinued; however, the present emphasis on cost alone must be
modified so that quality, past performance, innovation, and
technology are given equal credit in the competitive
environment.
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IX. Recommendations and
Implementation Plan

Secretary Carlucci and Under Secretary for Acquisition
Costello both, in their meetings with the Task Force, requested
that we prepare a plan of action for implementing our recommenda-
tions.

Reccommmdation lNmber One: Establish a permanent Cabinet level
mechanism to determine industrial and technology base capabili-
ties, compare them with national security objectives, and develop
national policy initiatives to reconcile the differences between
industrial and technology based capabilities and national
security objectives. Specific steps should be taken to ensure
DoD an active role in the formation of national economic policies
affecting national security capabilities:

Imnementation of Recomcmendtion Nme One:

e The Secretary of Defense should:

Obtain presidential approval of an Executive Order
or National Security Decision Directive establish-
ing such a mechanism;

Request formal membership on the Economic Policy
Council and the establishment of the Defense
Working Group of that council.

Reco-mmendation nub=r Tvo: Improve the planning mechanism
affecting surge capabilities by integrating those capabilities
into the acquisition process and selectively funding high
priority surge items chosen by the Joint Chiefs of Staff or the
services. Further, purchase an eighteen month buffer stock for
work in process to cover critical foreign-sourced components.
Finally define quantitative objectives and criteria for commenc-
ing industrial surge in time of national emergency.

Tmnm2 •_n=ation of Rtg=mmW&-tion' Number Two:

0 The Secretary of Defense should:

Issue defense guidance on planning, programming
and budgeting, to use the Program Objective and
Decision Memoranda processes to ensure service
planning for surge. Further the functions of
production based advocacy should be consolidated
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with those of overseeing the defense industrial
base in a new function such as a Deputy Under
Secretary of Defense for Acquisition.

e The Under Secretary for Acquisition should

Incorporate decisions on surge capability in
acquisition strategies at the defense acquisition
hoard milestone reviews. Further, USD(A) should
institute policies requiring all prime contractors
to (1) account for critical components that cannot
be acquired in the U.S.; (2) price a one-time
investment in an eighteen-month stock of these
components; and (3) seek alternatives that would
protect again&L foreign dependency.

0 '•he Joint Chiefs of Staff should:

Develop criteria which will trigger further
procurement of foreign vulnerability buffer stocks
and other industrial surge needs based on all-
source warnings to enable DoD to order "surge on
warning".

Recommendation Xumber Thre: Because the DoD technology base is
being weakened by its inability to attract and retain high
quality management and technical people, DoD should urgently
implement those policies and procedures necessary to adequately
compensate and reward high quality technical talent and should
propose an organizational structure for select facilities which
could enable private sector operation under government control.

Imilementation of Recommendation Number _TWS:

0 The Secretary of Defense should:

Convene a high level peer group to establish and
promulgate criteria for selecting and accomplish-
ing the transition of research and development
centers to private sector operation, such as
FFRDC's. This high level peer group should
consist of directors of some of the R&D centers,
other DoD elements, and industry. k)irther, the
Secretary should direct the services and DoD
agencies to nominate R&D activities for transition
to the private sector.

Where transition of a research and development
activity to the private sector is not appropriate,
the Secretary should structure special compensa-
tion packages for key science and engineering and
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management positions to ensure the ability to
obtain and maintain highly capable personnel.

Recommendation Number Four: The Under Secretary of Defense for
Acquisition should develop and implement centralized and inte-
grated policies to effect industrial base development, acquisi-
tion processes, and coordinated service implementation.

T=mle=mntation of Recomendation rNuber=Four:

e The Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition should:

Conduct a review of each of the services acquisi-
tion policies and their implementation of federal
acquisition regulations with the objective of
identifying inconsistencies in policy and imple-
mentation. As a result of this review, the USD(A)
should establish a set of uniform procurement
policies and procedures.

Assign policy leadership responsibility to the new
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition
and consolidate operations and administration of
the manufacturing technology and industrial
modernization programs under a single joint
service office.

Recoxmendation Number Five: Uncertainty about acquisition
policies and strategies contributes to the pressures on industry
to plan for short-term investments and avoid long-term risks.
This uncertainty is compounded by the strong belief that the
varying acquisition policies used by the services reflect
continued instability.

USD(A) should implement a set of consistent and integrated
acquisition policies. USD(A) should review the services'
acquisition policies to determine inconsistencies and variinces
with DoD policy. Direct actions should be taken to eliminate
these differences and to impose specific objectives for indus-
trial and technology base needs.

1m=lenan~tion of Recommendation Number Five:

0 The Under Secretary for Acquisition should:

Support the use of incetntives in acquisition
strategies and policies which would encourage
long-term industry investment in technology,
production processes, and modernized facilities.
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Establish within DoD the capability for conducting
sophisticated financial analyses and modeling on
both macro- and micro-economic theories.

Within 180 days, issue instructions requiring the
development of standardized financial impact
assessments of existing and prospective regula-
tions, policies, and acquisition strategies.

Use these assessments to: (1) determine the
effect of acquisition and other economic policy
changes on capital formation in the industrial and
technology bases; support acquisition policies
that would foster long-term investments; and test
new legislation affecting acquisition policies and
the industrial and technology base. Reports
should be provided to Congress at the earliest
date and prior to enactment.

Recomendation Number Six: Because IR&D has profound influence
on the ability of industry to satisfy DoD's evolving needs, the
Secretary of Defense should:

* Reaffirm the importance of IR&D to DoD;

* Determine IR&D ceilings in the context of the long-term
assessment of technology requirements, not in specific
relation to budget levels; and

• Endorse the existing method of IR&D/B&P cost recovery.

Iplementation of Recommendation Number SiX:

0 The Secretary of Defense should, in messages to
Congress and each of the services, state that IR&D is
essential to national security and to maintaining
competition for major defense programs. Further, the
Secretary should also review personally principle
decisions of the Defense Resources Board and the
services in establishing annual IR&D cost allocations
ceilings.

Rec wndation Seven: To ensure that competition provides
DoD with the best value for each defense dollar, the Under
Secretary of Defense for Acquisition should ensure that procure-
ment policies and the competition advocacy process base competi-
tion principally on total product quality, good business prac-
tices, and not just competition for lowest costs.
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Imbienttion of Reognadation Numbher Seven:

0 The Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition should:

Establish Total Quality Management (including
Total Product Quality) as a major criterion in
choosing the best acquisition strategies for the
government;

Consider all real costs of competition in deter-
mining the net bes.efits to the government; and

Include competition at subtier levels in measuring
the amount of competition for DoD contracts.

ion _ iaht: DoD shuuld undertake to reverse the
deterioration of the maritime seqment of. the industrial base to
ensure the credibility of our conventional deterrent.

I•mplMntation of Recommenation rume Eiaht:

* The Secretary of Defense should:

Define, in the context of national security
objectives, the capacity of the United States' and
its allies' maritime transportation assets to meet
the needs of current national security plans; and

Seek international commitments to ensure a balance
between capacity and requi rements.

Reommendation NUmber Mine: Further improvements should be made
to the policies governing the use of best and final offers
("BAFOs"). The task force strongly supports DoD' s recent efforts
to reform these policies, but suggests that a greater effort
should be made to reduce the use of BAFOs and eliminate second-
and third-time BAFOs. Pricing data should be included with all
RFPs to include those that now only call for technical work
effort definition. To the greatest extent possible, responses to
RFPs should become "BEST AND ONLY OFFERS."

Imiementation of Recoimmendtion Number Nine:

0 The Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition should:

Convene a high-level joint government-industry
group to consider further modifications of
regulations governing best and final offers. This
group should be formed immediately and asked to
report back within 90 days.
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Reco-e--a~tion Tumber Ten: Because current allegations .- of
misconduct are diverting attention from efforts to implement
improvements to the acquisition process, DoD should undertake
specific actions to reduce the probability of similar future
incidents.

T'lmnt�aion of Recommedtion Number Ten:

0 The Secretary of Defense should:

Support current investigations and any resulting
prosecutions to ensure fair, firm, and rapid
resolution;

Institute policies which will ensure that all
defense contractors, suppliers, and consultants
adopt and adhere to suitable codes of ethics to
govern their business operations; and

Ensure that government and industry managers have
adequate knowledge of relationships among consul-
tants, suppliers, and the government to avoid
possible conflicts of interest.
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"APZMDIX A

MWIT ]uIDmITIAL DIRECTIVE

TME MTIONAL 1311MMSTRTAL AND TECIOLOGICAL BASE

Our national industrial base is critical to preserving the
National Security of the United States. It must provide tech-
nologically superior defense material in quantities sufficient to
meet our national security needs at reasonable cost, and do so in
a timely manner.

A healthy, responsive, and technologically superior industrial
base is an essential element in our national security strategy to
deter war. It is also a prerequisite to sustaining our armed
forces and ensuring that essential civilian needs are met during
a national security emergency. Therefore, it is the policy of
the United States to have an industrial capability that will
ensure our continued prosperity and security.

A key part of our efforts to enhance national security is the
maintenance and improvement of our national industrial base.
American industry must have the capability to modernize and
expand production to meet increased demands for weapon systems
and supplies during times of national emergency if the United
States is to confidently and rapidly face changing world
conditions. Our policies must recognize the vital role that
industry plays as we improve our capability to surge industrial
production, and should foster improved relationships between the
government and industry as partners in the support of our
national defense.

The National Technology Base is the essential foundation of our
national industrial base. The competitiveness of our national
industrial. base depends on a continuous creation and infusion of
technology just as our national security relies on technology to
give our military forces the capability to defeat adversaries who
can muster numerically superior forces.

While all elements of our national technology base are important
to national security, certain key elements of this base must be
recognized as the cornerstone to our enduring national security
strategy of deterrence. This national security technology base
includes the technology base programs of the DoD, the government-
sponsored independent research and development program conducted
by industry, the technology base program of the DoE, the tech-
nology base program of NASA, and the National Science Foundation
program.
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This directive recognizes the need to properly fund the national
security technology base, even in times of relatively austere
funding of other portiona of the federal budget. Technology base
programs must have a high degree of stability so that long-term
technology developument program typically not pursued in industry
can be successfully inteqrated into weapon systems. Addition-
ally, a rigorous, competitive, national security technology base
program should be growing hand-in-hand with the commercial
technology base in which it is embedded. Therefore, it will be
the policy of this administration to fund the national security
technology base program at a constant growth rate at least equal
to the growth in our gross national product.

Even with this funding level, the success of this program will
depend on its ability to successfully transfer technology to and
from our own commercial technology base. The independent
research and development program is the DoD's principal program
which stimulates industry to develop innovative applications of
technology to defense requirements. This program should be
funded at a level commensurate with its importance to our
national security.

New mechanisms within the government must be developed to ensure
that these policies are implemented and integrated into our
overall national security strategy.

This Directive provides for the creation of a national level
forum to review and coordinate these critical policy issues which
impact our national technological and industrial health. The
National Security Council will coordinate the National Security
aspects of this activity by oversight of an Industrial Policy
Committee (IPC) that will be established under the authority of
this Directive. The IPC will be chaired by the President's
National Security Advisor and will be comprised of appropriate
representatives from the Departments of State, Defense, Justice,
Commerce, Transportation, Energy, OMB, CIA, FENA, NASA, and the
NSF, with the President's Science advisor as a principal member.
The IPC will also serve as a subcommittee of the Economic Policy
Council (EPC). The IPC will have the ability to draw support
from the entire array of government agencies and departments that
comprise the EPC.

Goals that should be preeminent in national industrial program
development and in establishing a charter for the IPC include:

"e Review of major Government policies and their impact on
the domestic industrial and tecnology base.

"e Review of Goverment policies as they relate to
globalization of the industrial base.
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* Development of a plan for periodic industry-wide
assessment of the rate of technology advancement and
production capabilities compared to national security
objectives.

0 Review of existing industrial policy objectives.

0 Redevelopment of a *key technologies strategy" that
identifies those technologies where the country should
be a leader or competitive to assure national security
and economic competitiveness.

0 Review of the adequacy of resources dedicated to
enhancing the national industrial and technological
base including independent research and development
prior to the President's approval of his annual budget.

0 Review and revision of current executive orders such as
11490 and 10480 that assign national security emergency
responsibilities.

0 Development of industrial responses based on a gradu-
ated response to early warning.

0 Development of policies throughout the government that
foster industrial innovation, modernization, and
productivity.

This Committee will meet at least quarterly and prepare a summary
of their activities, findings, and recommendations for review of
the broader NSC and EPC membership, the President, and Congress
as appropriate. The Committee will provide an annual report to
the President on the strengths and weaknesses of the defense and
commercial industrial base as it relates to national security.
The report will identify the long-range impact of existing and
anticipated government policies, laws, and regulations on the
industrial base. It will make recommendations on changes to
government policy needed to assure a national industrial base
capable of sustaining national security objectives.
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APPDIXZ C

1. Improve Industry Relations
- Establish Defense Manufacturing Board Manufacturing Strategy

Committee

2. Industrial Strategic Plan
- Systematic Action Plan for industrial strength

3. DUSD (Production Base and International Technology)
- Establish the production base advocate

4. Develop Analytical Capability
- Establish ability to monitor and understand industry

5. Greater Foreign Dependency Visibility
- Document degree of foreign buying at component level

6. Improve Incentives for Investment
- Increase contractor motivation to invest in modern facilities

7. Inctrease Program Stability
- Stabilize program commitments to encourage contractor efficiency

S. Raise Priority of Life Cycle Costing
Institute life cycle costing as a standard way of doing business

9. Develop Quality First Program
- Effect. culture change to do it right the first time

10. Increase Greater Use of Commercial Products
- Reduce cost and lead times through more commercial item use

11. Greater Emphasis on Process Technology
- Increase support for manufacturing technology and IMIP

12. Encourage Technical Skill Base
- National program to assure skilled workforce

13. Build University Manufacturing Expertise
DoD act as catalyst to establish industry/university efforts

14. Fund Factory Demonstration Centers
- Establish hands-on production center for best process technology

15. Production Base Impact Assessment
- Determine effect of laws and regulations on manufacturing

industries

16. Tax Policy to Enhance Competitiveness
DoD encourage concern for manufacturing in tax policy

17. Trade and Domestic Policies to Enhance Competitiveness
- DoD encourage consistent national policies for national security

18. Encourage Strengthened Educational System
- Broad national focus on stronger technical education

19. Remove Barriers to Management Excellence
- Active effort to remove organizational/regulatory barriers
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THE UNDER SECRETARY OF OcFrNSE

WASHINGTON. CC 20301

MEMORANDUM FOR CHAIRMAN, DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD

SUBJECT: Terms of Reference--Defense Science Board (DSB) Task
Force on Defense Industrial and Technology Base

Tou are requCsted to form a Defense Science Board 1988
Summer Study on the Defense Industrial and Technology Base. The
objective of this DSB task farsc is to recommend a strategy and
specific actions for the Government and industry to adopt that
wi'i ensure the defense industry is capable of providing the
support requirad to fulftll our National Security Objectives.
The objectives require the defense industry to be capable of
providing the technologies essential to our competitive
strategies, as well as surge production requirements during
times of crisis.

By meeting those objectives the Department of Defense (DoD)
should be able to maintain an industrial strategic plan as an
analog to our military strategic plans. Thus, a focus Of this
effort rhould be to recommend the linkages between military
operations, research and development and industrial base
planning and to 3uggest a balance between short and long term
prioritization of industrial base issues. One area of
particular concern is the subtier and overall infrastructure
industries necessary to support DoD prime contractors.

The task force should review actions taken since the 1980
DSB Summer Study on Industrial Responsiveness, including:

- Changes resulting from the DoD industrial preparedness
planninr., policy, and procedural studies,

- Studies performed by the Office of Technology Assessment,
the Center for Strategic and International Studies, and the
Federal Government,

- National Security Council interagency mobilization
planning studies, and

- Federal and Congressional actions that have helped or
adversely affected acquisition lead times, productivity,
incentive for capital investment, and technological innovations.

The actions of these organizations can be useful to help
define the problems, and offer a baseline from which the DSB
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task force efforts can begin. The task force can focus its
attention on means by which DoD can deal with the problems.

Th. task otre* should recommend procedures for effective
utilization of DoD resources to insure a defense industry.
capable of providing the support required to fulfill our
National Security Objectives. The task force should address:

- The DoD position In a global manufacturing economy
and our increased dependency on foreign sources for essential
components and raw or finished materials,

- Erosion of the second and third tier domestic support
Industry,

- Shifting. priorities that Influence industry's total
investment in productivity Improvements and technology,

- The role of Government-owned, company-operated research,
development, and manufacturing facilities,

-Increased channeling of independent research and
development investments away from LnnGfation to an effort to
reduce technical risk in ongoing weapons programs,

- Statutory and policy changes in DoD acquisition strategy
including procurement methods, contract financing, competition,
and cost sharing, and

- Improved estimates and prioritization of desired sectoral
capability,

- Analysis of Industrial capability that anticipates future
weaknesses,

- Impact on national security of industrial trends,

- Support of allies/friendly nations to reach desired
production capability,

- PriorLtizing shortfalls, and

- Stimulating private sector Initiative, DoD/industry
cooperative opportunities.

The products of this task force will be a briefing to the
Secretary of Defense summarizing results and recommendations of
the study, as well as a report which will provide a foundation
for the Secretary's guidance to the Department of Defense and
Industry to better support National Security Objectives.
Particular attention should be given to modern concerns
including the time delays inherent to a production system, both
the delays of incorporating technological advances Into weapons
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and the delays Of transitioning from peacetime to wartime
production rates. The report should provide specitic
recommendations for the implementation of proposed DoD policy
and procedures, and t4e execution of complementary business
strategies.

Under Secretary ot Detense tor Acquisition, will sponsor the
task force, and Mr. Robert A. Fuhrman will serve as Chairman.
Dr. Robert A. Krell will be the Executive Secretary, and
Lieutenant Colonel A. J. Beauregard, USAF, will be the DSB
Seoretariat Representative. It Is not anticipated that your
inquiry will need to go into any "particular matters" within the
meaning of Section 208 of Title 18, U.S. Code.
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APPENDIX 3

GLOSSARY

Acquisition Activity -The organizational element of a Military
Department that has contracting authority and responsibility
and, therefore, the industrial preparedness planning
responsibility.

Advanced Development (6.*3A and B) -Programs which have begun
development of hardware for test. Purpose of efforts in
this category relate primarily to "proof of design" rather
than development of hardware for use.* All programs in the
advanced technology development budget activity, 'and some
programs in the strategic,, tactical,, intelligence and
communications,, and defense-wide mission support budget
activities, are in the advanced development research
category. Advanced development programs move from advanced
technology development into the strategic, tactical,
intelligence and communications or defense-wide mission
support activity after they have been selected by the
Defense Acquisition Board as programs which are to move from
advanced development to engineering development, and
eventually to production. This selection, known as a
"*Milestone I decision," takes place during. advanced
development.

Advanced Technology Development (6.3A) - Programs which explore
"alternatives and concepts prior to development of specific
weapons systems." Includes development of hardware and
feasibility demonstrations for technologies which "are not
formally identified to specific operational requirements."
All advanced technology development programs are in the
advanced development research category.

Applied Research -Research concerned with the practical
application of knowledge, material, and/or techniqes
directed toward a solution- to an existent or anticipated
military requirement.

Basic Research - Research directed toward the increase of
knowledge, the primary aim being a greater knowledge or
understanding of the subject.

Bid and Proposal (BAP) Costs - Those costs incurred in preparing,
submitting,, and supporting proposals on potential contracts.

Competition - Government procurement actions and acquisition
policy which intends for more than one contractor to bid for
specific DoD proposals. It has become the prevalent
strategy of the government in its efforts to reduce defense
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procurement costs and, in too many cases, is based entirely
on price without reqard to quality.

Defense Guidance (DG) - The document containing the annual
guidance from the Secretary of Defense to DoD components.

D-Day - The day on which an operation commences or is due to
commence. This may be the commencement of hostilities or
any other operation.

Engineering Development (6.4) - Programs which develop hardware
for military use according to specifications established by
the services. Excludes development of systems already
approved for production. Programs move from advanced
development to engineering development when they are
selected in a "Milestone 11 decision" by the Defense
Acquisition Board. Engineerinq development programs are
found in the strateqic, tactical, intelligence and communi-
cations, and defense-wide mission support budget activities.

Exploratory Development (6.2) - Efforts directed toward evalu-
ating the feasibility of proposed solutions to specific
military problems. Includes both applied research and the
development of "bread-board hardware." All exploratory
development programs are included in the technology base
budget activity.

Incentives - Those initiatives and policies adopted by government
which encourage industry investment to create and maintain a
modernized, competitive, productive and responsive indus-
trial and technoloqy base.

Independent Research and Development (ZR&D) - A contractors' cost
that is not sponsored by, or required in performance of a
contract and that consists of projQcts falling within the
following areas: 1) basic research, 2) applied research, 3)
development, and 4) system and concept formulation studies.

Investment costs - Those program costs required beyond the
development phase to introduce a new capability into
operational use, to procure initial, additional, or replace-
ment equipment for operational forces; or to provide for
major modifications of an existing capability. They exclude
research, development, test and evaluation, personnel, and
operation and maintenance costs.

vanagement and Support (6.5) - "Includes research and development
efforts directed toward support of installations or opera-
tions required for general research and development use.
Included would be test ranges, military construction,
maintenance support of laboratories, operations and main-
tenance of test aircraft and ships and studies and analyses
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in support of the R&D program." All management and support
programs are in the defense-wide mission support research
activity.

Nobilization - The act of preparing for war utilizing the full
authorities available under declared national emergencies.

Operational Syxti Development - R&D on projects which are still
in engineering development, but have already been approved
for production by the Defense Acquisition Board in a
"Milestone III decision." Operational systems development
programs are found in the strategic, tactical, intelligence
and communications, and defense-wide mission support budget
activities. They are not included in Defense Department's
R&D mission, but in the other missions (strategic, general
purpose forces, airlift and sealift) as appropriate.

Procurement - The process of obtaining personnel, supplies,
services, and equipment.

Production - The conversion of raw materials into products and/or
components through a series of manufacturing processes. It
includes functions of production engineering, controlling,
quality assurance, and the determination of resources
requirements.

Production Base - The total national industrial production
capacity available for the manufacture of items to meet
material requirements.

Program Decision Memoranda (P=E) - Convey the Secretary of
Defense's decisions to the Services and Defense Agencies on
issues raised during the programming and budgeting process.
PDNs are the final major documents in the budget submission
process.

Program Objective Memoranda (PON) - Provide total service
programs and associated budget data necessary to support
Defense Guidance objectives. The PONs detail manpower,
material, and money for proposed programs as well as
potential risk.

P-Day - The point in time at which the rate of production of an
item available for military consumption equals the rate at
which the item is required by the armed forces.

Research (6.1) - "Includes all effort of scientific study and
experimentation directed toward increasing knowledge and
understanding in those fields of the physical, engineering,
environmental and life sciences related to long-term
national security needs." All "research" programs are
included in the technology base budget activity.
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Surge - Rapid increase, upon short notice, of the availability of
material at the Doint of conflict, with or without a
declaration of war.

Technology Base - Programs whose primary purpose is to improve
scientific knowledge which can be adapted to military
purposes. The *research" and exploratory development"
research categories are included in technology base budget
activity.
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